Inter-particle percolation at the interface between the burden layers in the blast furnace influences the permeability in the lumpy zone, and, in particular, in the cohesive zone, where the iron-bearing materials start softening to finally melt. This paper presents a simulation study of the effect of particle properties on inter-particle percolation of small particles (pellets) into a layer of larger particles (coke) during burden descent in the blast furnace. An expanding experimental device in small scale was applied to mimic the conditions at burden descent in a shaft with growing radius, and results from these experiments were used as a reference for the simulations and to validate the computational results. The simulations, which were based on the discrete element method, studied the effect of factors such as friction and restitution coefficients, shear modulus, as well as pellet diameter on the extent of percolating particles. It was found that coke shape, pellet diameter, static friction and inter-particle rolling friction and restitution had a marked effect on the percolation, while rate of expansion of the device, density of pellet and shear modulus proved to be of minor importance.
Introduction
Inter-particle percolation is a common phenomenon and it is of significance in many industrial situations, such as in powder metallurgy, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, glass and paint industries as well as in the ironmaking industry. Interparticle percolation has been investigated by means of various experimental and calculation methods in the past. Bridgwater and his colleagues [1] [2] [3] made pioneering research in studying experimentally inter-particle percolation, focusing on percolation velocity, residence time and radial distance distribution. Jha and Puri 4) studied percolation segregation of multi-size and multi-component particulate materials experimentally, including the effect of particle surface and strain rates. Richard et al. 5) proposed a Monte Carlo method to simulate the inter-particle percolation of a fine particle through a packing of monosize spheres. Lomine and Oger, 6) in turn, performed experiments and discrete element method (DEM) simulation to analyze transport properties of particles through porous structure and analyzed the influence of the restitution coefficient and the size ratio between spheres. Rahman and Zhu 7, 8) and Li et al. 9) used DEM to investigate percolation behavior, including percolation velocity, residence time distribution and radial dispersion under various conditions and found the simulation results consistent with the experiments reported by Bridgwater. Nevertheless, the cases studied were limited to launches of one or a small number of percolating particles.
In the ironmaking blast furnace the number of particles (mainly sinter/pellets and coke) charged is huge. Even though the charged volumes of iron bearing materials and coke are roughly equal, the considerably smaller size of pellet and sinter compared to coke means that there is a larger number of small particles that are susceptible to percolate into an underlying layer of the "packing particles" (coke). Furthermore, inter-particle percolation is present not only when the materials are charged, but also when the burden descends in the furnace. In the blast furnace shaft, the crosssectional area perpendicular to the central axis of the furnace increases from the throat to the belly, and the descending materials spread out to completely cover the cross-sectional area at any vertical position in the shaft. Along with this, individual particles move and rotate relative to each other, opening up new voids and closing others. Small particles can then percolate into these voids, causing further deformation of the burden layers. The inter-particle percolation naturally influences the permeability of the burden layers in the shaft, and, in particular, the cohesive zone where the iron-bearing phases start softening to finally melt. Even though many investigators [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have studied burden descent in the blast furnace, inter-particle percolation has not attracted much interest.
Based on results reported earlier, where a device was developed for mimicking the conditions of a layer of pellets resting on a layer of coke under expansion and DEM simulations of the system were reported, this present work makes © 2012 ISIJ a deeper analysis of factors in the simulations that influence the percolation. Factors studied include the restitution coefficient between the particles, the sliding and rolling friction coefficients and the diameter ratio of the percolating and packing particles. The burden descent velocity and pellet charging method are also considered. Some conclusions concerning the inter-particle percolation segregation phenomena are proposed as well as on the usefulness of DEM simulations in investigations of complex flow of particles.
Experimental System
In order to investigate experimentally the percolation of pellets into an underlying coke layer, a device emulating the conditions during burden descent in the blast furnace was constructed, as shown in Fig. 1 . The wall, inclined to represent the shaft, can move up and left (see large white arrow) with the lower horizontal bottom plate simultaneously moving left to mimic the increasing cross-sectional area during burden descent. Two layers of particles, coke on the bottom and pellets on the top (scaled down by 1:4 with respect to typical sizes used in the real process), are placed in the device, which is slowly expanded. On the bottom plate there are (black) rubber stripes (cf. Fig. 1 ), which guarantee that the lowest layer of particles will not slide on the bottom surface but move together with the expansion. The device was slowly expanded to finally reach a maximum expansion of lmax = 200 mm, and the particles were observed through the plexiglass throughout the expansion process. In addition, the height of the material bed was measured at four positions, with the relative widths of 1/8, 3/8, 5/8 and 7/8 (cf. triangles in Fig. 1 ). The pellets used in the experiments have a particle diameter of 3±1 mm, while coke has the following four sizes (with corresponding mass fractions reported in parentheses): Coke1: 10-16 mm (47%), Coke2: 16-18 mm (36%) and Coke3: 20-25 mm (17%). More details about the device and the experiments are given in Ref. 17).
Discrete Element Method
The translational and rotational motion of granular particles can be described by Newton's second law of motion combined with a force-displacement correlation at the points of contact between the particles. The discrete element method (DEM) 18 ) applies an inter-particle contact model schematically depicted in Fig. 2 : A spring and a dashpot correspond to the elastic and plastic nature of particles in the normal direction, while the model consists of a slider, a spring and a dashpot in the tangential direction. This gives the governing equations for a particle (i) in interaction with another particles (j) as 19, 20) .. In Eqs. (1)- (2), ui, is the translational and ωi the angular velocity, while Ii is the moment of inertia of particle i. The forces acting on the particle are the inter-particle forces and the gravitational force, mig. The formers include the normal contact force, Fcn,ij, and the tangential contact force, Fct,ij, as well as the corresponding viscous damping forces, Fdn,ij and Fdt,ij. The inter-particle forces, which depend on the normal and tangential deformations, δn and δt, are summed over all the K particles in contact with particle i. The torque acting on particle i includes a component from tangential force, Tt,ij and another from the rolling friction, Tr,ij. The hardness of the particles and the dashpot are related to Young's modulus and the coefficient of restitution, respectively, while the friction is expressed with a Coulomb-type friction law. The particle forces and torques (see the Appendix [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ) give rise to particle motion, which is integrated from the differential Eqs. (1)-(2), simultaneously considering interaction with other particles and boundaries in the system. Due to the explicit integration method used and the large number of particles in close contact with each other, the time step has to be kept small and the computational effort of the method is considerable. The EDEM 25) software was applied to simulate the motion of the particles in the experimental device, with the simplification that the depth of the simulated system was decreased from 150 mm to 80 mm to save compu- tational time. The physical properties used for coke particles, pellet particles and plexiglass wall are reported in Table 1 , where pellet and coke data were taken from the literature 26, 28) with a constant time step.
Results and Discussion

Basic Setup
The experimental results 17) for a single coke or pellet layer revealed that with the expansion of the device, the left side of the burden surface declined and finally the surface of practically the whole bed showed an angle. For the coke, the declination of the surface profile was more pronounced while it was more regular for pellets. The overall behavior was described well by the DEM simulations with spherical particles (cf. Figure 3 illustrates experimental results (left) and corresponding DEM simulation (right) for a setup where a layer of pellets was placed on a layer of coke 17) where the panels correspond to different expansions of the device, starting (at the top) with no (0 mm) and ending (at the bottom) with maximum (200 mm) expansion. The extent of inter-particle percolation grows with the expansion of the device, in particular after the 150 mm expansion stage (fourth subfigure from top) has Rate of expansion of device, w (mm/s) 1.5 been reached. The pellet layer is seen to bend at the moving wall and the strong percolation of the pellets finally reveals the top parts of the coke bed. Interestingly, the pellet layer now shows a rather uniform slope in the device. Table 2 reports the experimentally measured and the simulated bed heights at four dimensionless bed widths (1/8, 3/8, 5/8, and 7/8, cf. Fig. 1 ), which shows that the simulation has been able to reproduce the main features. 17) Thus, the DEM simulations can be considered to be in general agreement with the experimental results. Thus, DEM modeling can be used to investigate the inter-particle percolation in burden descent, although the non-spherical coke particles are represented by spherical ones in the simulations. However, a number of parameters have to be set in the DEM simulations, and there are not always clear guidelines how to select the parameter values. Therefore, the following section presents a simulation study of the effect of particle properties on the extent of percolation, and provides, if possible, an explanation for why the effect arose.
Effect of Parameters on the Simulation Results
In order to express the extent of inter-particle percolation in the coke layer, the mass fraction of percolating particles (pellets) permeating into packing particles (coke) will be used as a variable. In the physical experiments, 17) the present authors applied a simplified procedure where first a single coke layer was studied at expansion of the device, noting its surface profile. Next, an expansion of the device with a pellet layer on top of a coke layer was undertaken, and the vertical difference between the pellet surface profile and the earlier determined coke profile was used to estimate the share of non-percolating pellets. In DEM simulations, such as those reported in the present study, it is possible to follow each and every particle, so the fraction was defined as i.e., as the ratio between the number of percolated pellets and the total number of pellets, since the pellets are of uniform size in the simulations. In Eq. (3), Kpe,perc is obtained by noting the number of pellets that have entered below the upper surface of the coke-pellet interface. Thus, the larger the mass fraction, the more serious inter-particle percolation has occurred: A fraction of unity would mean that all pellets have permeated into the coke layer, while a value of zero that the two layers have stayed unmixed in the whole process. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of the mass fraction with respect to the dimensionless bed expansion, x = (l -315 mm)/200 mm, where l is the expansion of the bed, using the base setup of the present study. In the examples of the following subsections, the sensitivity of model parameters on the estimated pellet percolation is studied by changing one parameter at a time, keeping all other parameters at their base values reported in Table 1 .
Coefficient of Restitution
First, the effects of the coefficients of inter-particle restitution are studied. There are no evident effects of coefficient of inter-particle restitution of coke, except a minor influence at the highest expansions x > 0.7 (which corresponds to a bed width > 450 mm). The result is logical since the restitution of the packing (coke) particles should not influence the percolation of the pellets. By contrast to the above coefficient, the inter-particle restitution coefficient of pellet and coke (left panel of Table 2 . Experimental and simulated total bed heights at four dimensional bed widths (cf. Fig. 1 ) at different expansions of the device. 17) Bed expansion (mm) Fig. 4 . Mass fraction of percolated pellets (f) as a function of dimensionless expansion (x) of the experimental device. Fig. 5 . Effect of inter-particle restitution coefficients (e) on the percolation behavior.
ISIJ International, Vol. 52 (2012), No. 5 cially for larger expansions (x > 0.6). Thus, if the pellets bounce more they can more easily find their way into the space between coke particles, giving an increase in f. This observation is consistent with the results of the study of Lomine and Oger: 6) Pellets with higher restitution coefficients spend less time to percolate through coke layer, which means that the total number of pellet particles that percolate throughout the coke layer to the bottom plate, depicted in Fig. 6 , is higher. As for the inter-particle restitution coefficient of pellets, the effect is opposite that of coefficient of coke and pellet: a low value of the coefficient makes the mass fraction percolated particles increase. A likely reason is that pellets with low restitution coefficient can easily percolate into the space between coke particles in linear form or block form. There is, however, a similarity between the effects of restitution coefficients of coke and pellet or pellet and pellet in that for high restitution coefficients the effect of an increase in the coefficients is little. It should, finally, be noted that in experiments not reported in this paper the restitution coefficient for particle-wall had no clear effect on the percolation behavior.
In summary, a low inter-particle restitution coefficient of pellet and coke, and a high inter-particle restitution coefficient of pellets are helpful to decrease the inter-particles percolation, and the effects of restitution coefficients of coke and coke, coke and wall or pellet and wall are not notable.
Particle Density
Next, the role of the particle densities was studied: Figure  7 shows the mass fraction of percolated pellets for three particle densities of coke (500 kg/m 3 , 1 050 kg/m 3 , and 1 500 kg/m 3 , cf. left panel) and of pellet (1 000 kg/m 3 , 2 284 kg/m 3 , and 3 000 kg/m 3 , cf. right panel). It is seen that coke density of 1 050 kg/m 3 results in strongest percolation, while the lightest coke gives a clearly lower percolation at full expansion of the device. A reason may be that the percolating pellets are able to shift the lightest coke, thus sealing the voids in the coke bed. As for the pellet density, this variable has no clear effect on the extent of percolation. Figure 8 depicts the effects of inter-particle static friction for pellet-pellet and pellet-coke. Clearly, low values of the static friction coefficients (e.g., μs = 0.1) promote percolation, but at large values (μs = 0.5) the value of the friction coefficient is of little importance for the percolating behavior. It is logical that low static friction means low resistance when pellet particles permeate through the coke layer, and that the resistance grows with the friction, but as a threshold value is exceeded other factors will become limiting for the percolation.
Static Friction
The effect of the static friction between the particles and the wall (left inclined moving and right perpendicular wall, Fig. 6 . Total number of pellet particles that have percolated to the bottom plate for different inter-particle restitution coefficients (e) of pellet and coke. as well as wall behind the bed) is next illustrated (Fig. 9) . With the increase of static friction between pellets and the wall, the mass fraction of percolated particles slightly increases for expansions x > 0.5. For coke, in turn, the intermediate value of the friction coefficient gives the lowest percolation, while the behavior for a low friction coefficient is irregular. As for the static friction between coke and the rubber of the bottom plate, when the friction coefficient is low the whole coke layer moves as shown in the top panel of Fig. 10 , and pellets at the fixed and moving walls percolate strongly into the coke layer. For high value of the static friction between coke and bottom plate (bottom panel), only the coke particles in the lowest part of the layer follow the moving wall, and the pellets roll in this direction and form a surface with a steep inclination. From Fig. 10 it is observed that the static friction coefficient mainly controls the layer distribution, but not the extent of percolation. Figure 11 illustrates the effect of inter-particle rolling friction on the percolation. For small rolling friction between the coke particles, the variable does not affect the results significantly, but as high values are reached the per- colation gets stronger. This can be explained by the fact that a high rolling friction increases the angular velocity for coke particles (cf. Fig. 12) , and their rotation opens more void, which makes it easier for the pellets to permeate. The rolling friction between coke and pellets ( Fig. 11 ) has little effect on the percolation, but a very low friction promotes percolation. A similar behavior is observed for the rolling friction between the pellets.
Rolling Friction
Pellet Diameter
The effect of pellet diameter on the percolation behavior is shown in Fig. 13 for three different cases: Table 1 reports the number of pellets in these cases. With an increase in diameter from Dpe = 2 mm, the mass fraction of percolated pellets decreases drastically, even though the pellet is clearly smaller than the coke. The difference in percolation between pellets of diameters 3 mm and 4 mm is, however, rather small. It should be noted that the condition for Dpe = 4 mm still exceeds the critical ratio 6, 29) of bed (coke) particle diameter to percolating (pellet) particle diameter, which expresses the lowest value of Dco/Dpe at which the smaller particle can drain through the bed. The results indicate that increasing the size of the percolating particles is a feasible method to reduce inter-particle percolation. Another observation is that with the increase in diameter, the relationship between the mass fraction of percolating particles and time (or bed expansion) becomes practically linear.
Coke Shape
The effect of the shape of the bed (coke) particles was also analyzed, using seven different shapes, and as the fourth case a combination of different shapes (with equal mass fraction), as indicated by the small inserts in Fig. 14. Somewhat surprisingly, the results show that the mass fraction of percolated pellets is lowest for cylindrical coke particles (squares), while it is highest for spherical coke particles (open stars). The hexahedron-shaped coke (circles) gives somewhat lower percolation than the spheres, while the irregular coke (normal triangles) initially gives almost identical pellet percolation as the cylindrical coke, but at higher expansion the percolation increases dramatically. As expected, the most regular shapes (spheres and cylinders) Fig. 12 . Effect of inter-particle rolling friction of coke (μr,co,co) on angular velocity of coke particles. give rise to a rather smooth evolution of the percolation, while the more irregular shapes case abrupt changes in the percolation. Thus, the spherical bed particles do no lock the void in the bed void which allows for steady percolation. The fundamentally different states that the differentshaped coke particles give rise to are illustrated in Fig. 15 , where the initial states and the states at final expansion of the bed are illustrated. The panels denote the results for coke shapes in the same order as the inserts in Fig. 14 (i. e., distributed shapes at the top and spheres at the bottom). For coke of a complex shape (top panel in Fig. 15) , the pellets will mainly percolate at the two edges (left and the right), which demonstrates that coke shape may influence the burden profile. The pellet percolation into a layer of cylindrical coke particles (second panels from the top) is constrained to the top part of the coke layer. This seems to indicate that the cylindrical coke particles more easily form impermeable densely packed thin layers.
Some tests were also undertaken to evaluate the effect of the expansion speed of the device (using bottom plate velocities of w = dl/dt = 1 mm/s, 2 mm/s and 4 mm/s), shear modulus of coke, pellet or wall (in the range G = 10 6
…10
9 Pa) but these factors did only marginally affect the percolation behavior in the systems considered here.
Conclusions
This work has applied discrete element method (DEM) and small-scale experiments to study the pellet percolation behavior in a coke layer during burden descent in the blast furnace. The key objectives of the work were to validate the computational model with experimental data from a smallscale model, and to investigate the effect on percolation of particle properties, interaction coefficients and bed expansion.
Comparison of the simulation results with findings from the experiments showed that the computational model was able to reproduce the overall percolation behavior. However, the model slightly under-predicted the extent of percolation. This may be due to the differences of size distribution of coke and pellet in the simulations and in the experiments, the effect of the irregular coke shape, as well as differences in true and assumed friction coefficients between particles and wall. The study still shows that validation of the DEM models is feasible using small-scale experimental systems, and that DEM holds promise to accurately model complex flow mechanisms in particulate systems.
A number of particle properties were found to affect the percolation. The extent of percolation was influenced mainly by coke shape, pellet diameter (i.e., the ratio of percolating particles to bed particles), but also by inter-particle rolling friction, static friction and restitution. The rate of expansion of the device, the particle-wall rolling friction, the density of pellets and the shear moduli of coke, pellet and wall were found to have little effect. Some explanations for the underlying reasons for these observations were also provided. These findings may provide useful information in the design of charging program and new particulate materials for blast furnace burden in order to suppress or enhance the percolation of particles, e.g., in controlling the gas flow and bed permeability in the lumpy and cohesive zones of the fur- 
